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Hello! Olá! Hallo! Cześć! Ahoj! Szia!

As Autumn semester starts, EDiTE project moves one step closer to its finale. This said, we pleased to

say that the registration for our Final Conference in Lisbon is officially open. The International Conference

is going to happen from 18 to 20 February 2019 and it will present the three-years’ work of all the EDiTE

researchers under the umbrella theme of Transformative teacher learning for better student learning within

an emerging European context. We cordially invite you to register through our website and join us for this

event in the Portuguese capital.

Besides our conference, we are proud and excited to announce that the CEPS Journal Special Issue on

Transnational Perspectives of Transformative Teacher Learning in an Emerging Europe was published just

few days ago. It features the work of eight EDiTE early-stage researchers and a special editorial done by

Michael Schratz and Vasilis Symeonidis! So, while waiting for the Final EDiTE Conference you can read

the work of some of our researchers by accessing the journal here.

We hope you will enjoy going through the CEPS articles as well as reading the rest of this newsletter!

CONFERENCES, ARTICLES AND AWARDS

At the end of August, EDiTE researcher Shaima Muhammad has travelled

to Corfu, Greece and to the annual conference of the History Educators

International Research Network. During three days, Shaima has presented

her analysis on Syrian history textbooks and identity nation-building. Read

more about it here.

A number of EDiTE researchers had the chance to present their work at

the biggest European conference, ECER 2018, that this year took place in

Bolzano, Italy. This year EDiTE was invited to prepare an entire

Symposium dedicated to our network. Have a look at how it all went in

more detail.



During the Symposium we also launched a grass-root video initiative to

present the network which was edited by our researcher Wiktor Bernad.

Have a look at it and tell us how you like it.

New study of  European Commission was published at  the end of July,

entitled Boosting teacher quality: Pathways to effective policies. Valuable

contribution  to  two  chapters  was  provided  by  two  EDiTE  researchers,

Vasilis  Symeonidis  and  Helena  Kovacs,  while  the  core  team  included

EDiTE supervisor Gábor Halász.

A prestigious Sapere Aude Junior award for substantial contribution to a

research team at ELTE University was given to EDiTE researcher Csilla

Pesti. During her two and a half years of involvement at the Department

for  Education  and  in  her  research  group,  Csilla  has  tirelessly  worked

alongside peer researchers on multiple studies and projects.

Two  of  our  researchers,  Malte  Gregorzewski  and  Ezra  Howard,  have

published their  work in Studia Pedagogica. Have a look at the English

issue  of  the  journal  and  explore  the  work  of  EDiTE  early-stage

researchers.

Experiences from the EDiTE programme were shared in South Africa, by

EDiTE  supervisor  Chistian  Kraler  and  Project  Manager  Maiko  Stuerz!

Read  about  their  participation  in  the  World  Education  Research

Association conference and about their exchange of ideas in Cape Town.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

EDiTE  Intensive  Writing  Session  took  place  from  31  August  to  4

September, in Budapest, Hungary. Skilfully facilitated by Professor Gyula

Tanko, during three days, the researchers were able to learn and reflect on

important parts of writing the doctoral dissertation, as well as go in depth

with specific individual writing dilemmas.

With much success in last semester, the “Educational issues in Europe”

module restarts this semester at IEUL. Lectures will be provided jointly by

the EDiTE team comprised of Luis Tinoca, Catarina Sobral, Ezra Howard,

Shaima Muhammad, Wanderson Oliviera,  Sofia Sa and Nikolett  Szelei.

Get more info on it here.

OPPORTUNITIES



ONK, Budapest: This year the biggest Hungarian national conference on education is organised by ELTE.

Check out the details, the programme and how to participate through this website.

Open debates (pre-defence): Helena Kovacs and Csilla Pesti will have their pre-defence open debates on

14 and 15 November, respectively, at ELTE University, Budapest. If in the city, feel free to pop-in and listen

to their presentations. For more information, ask Judit Saad.

Meet EDiTE researchers

Monika has been working as a school teacher for more than 16 years, and

the culmination of this rich experience has stimulated her to classify,

generate and structure her knowledge through a doctoral research. In

particular, her interest lies in the connection between teachers and

parents, as stakeholders that create community of learning for students. In

Poland the attempt to implement democratic principles of collaboration in

schools have not been satisfying. Therefore she based her research on

the paradigm of action research. The recognition of parents as critical

partners in research enabled Monika to understand the possibilities of

meaningful parent-teacher collaboration. You can see more about Monika

on the EDiTE website, or follow her work on ResearchGate and

Academia.edu, or connect via mail.

Either engaging in sports or just devouring time in sun, Malte enjoys being

outside and meeting other people. His fascination with human stories and

relations flows also through his research on what makes school leaders

effective in their work with teachers and students. He has a background in

economics and education, and has worked over past several years closely

with the German School  Awards.  Check Malte’s most recent  published

articles in Studia Pedagogica and in CEPS Journal, or have a look at his

profile on EDiTE website.

Kind greetings from the EDiTE Newsletter Team!
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